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CIF Mid-West Construction Summit

CIF Summit shares 21st-century vision
Construction
industry leaders
discussed
how the sector
will meet the
challenge of tight
supply and rising
demand, writes
Roisin Kiberd

H

eld in person at Limerick’s Strand Hotel,
the Construction Industry Federation’s
Mid-West Construction Summit delivered “a 21st-century vision for the southern region’s built environment”.
Conor O’Connell, director of
CIF Southern Region, and Michael
Joyce, chairman of CIF’s mid-west
branch, each delivered a welcome
address. They were followed by
Frank Kelly, president of the Construction Industry Federation.
“Each person in this room should
be an advocate for this industry,”
Kelly said, highlighting the sector’s
partnership with the Irish government in building a “transformed,
competitive country with a balanced economy”.
Lisa Kearney, director and head
of residential and new homes sales
at Rooney Auctioneers, provided an overview of the mid-west
housing market in 2021, including
the new homes market, exploring ways to fix current issues with
supply and demand. At present
mortgage approvals were at record
numbers, Kearney reported, with
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over 20 per cent of buyers from
Dublin, London and as far away as
Dubai returning home to Limerick
after years abroad.
‘HOP’ – home office potential –
was a coveted trait in properties,
she said, as was a strong broadband connection, and prices were
expected to continue to rise over
the next year due to competitive
bidding.
Kearney was followed by Tony
Wallace, associate director, senior
valuer and head of property management at Rooney Auctioneers,
who delivered an update on the
rental market. “National rents grew
by 4.5 per cent in 2020, with rents
in Limerick city growing by 8 per
cent year on year,” he said, reporting a dramatic shortage of rental
properties in the region, especial-

ly one and two-bed apartments
and modestly-sized townhouses,
in part thanks to changes to regulation and tax treatment of rental
income.
James Benson, CIF’s director
of development, planning and
housing, spoke on Housing for All.
“Despite pent-up demand we’re
witnessing a decline in planning
permissions,” Benson said, reporting a 29 per cent reduction, and
calling for acceleration of delivery. “We welcome the ambition
of the Housing for All plan. It’s a
mixed approach, and many of the
elements will take time and vast
legislative changes to deliver.”
Michael Joyce, chairman of
CIF’s mid-west branch, said the
planning process needed to be
digitised to improve efficiency:

“From inception to shovel-ready
to occupation, it’s taking far too
long . . . it’s too easy to object, too.
It costs €20 to raise an objection.”
After a short break, Dearbhla
Lawson, head of strategic planning
at the Land Development Agency,
discussed ways of ‘unlocking the
potential of the mid-west region’.
Lawson discussed Project Tosaigh,
a new plan targeting 5,000 home
sites on private sector land over a
four to five-year period (building
has not yet commenced), as well
as the LDA’s support of Housing
for All through infrastructure and
investment.
A panel delivered an update on
construction projects and output
in the region. Paul Lennon, head
of offshore wind at ESB, discussed
opportunities for Ireland to use and

export offshore wind energy, with
potential to connect all offshore
wind farms to power stations and
minimise the timeline of installation by bringing wind energy into
the existing grid.
Gerry Dillon, group property
director at Shannon Group, talked about upcoming projects for
2022 including a warehouse and
office hub of 32,000 square feet,
a multipurpose industrial space
and a new R&D technology unit.
He was followed by David Conway, chief executive of Limerick
2030, who provided an overview
of the initiative created to drive
the economic development of the
region through local and international partnerships. Patrick Keogh,
managing director of Pat Keogh
Construction, joined the panel to
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discuss sustainability in construction and the ‘redesign’ of traditional
office environments.
Closing remarks were delivered by Tom Parlon, CIF’s director
general, who ended the day with
praise for the resilience, positivity and confidence of the sector,

and the region: “I think we’re in a
good space, and our reputation has
been enhanced with our response
to Covid. There was a time when we
were blamed for poorly executed
projects, but now, who’s going to
solve it, but the construction industry?”
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